Computer Recognizes Reviewers’ Expertise

Computer’s team of reviewers contributes greatly to the magazine’s success. These volunteers scrutinize feature articles in their areas of expertise, helping us to select the most insightful, practical, and significant papers from those submitted. Under the guidance of Doris Carver, associate editor-in-chief, our reviewers both select features worthy of inclusion and help improve accepted submissions. Reviewers offer authors advice on how to correct fundamental misconceptions in the article; employ better definitions, diagrams, and examples; present clear applications of the principles contained in the paper; and organize and clarify the material for readers. Each reviewed article is examined by a minimum of three expert reviewers.

Features including research and cover-theme articles are peer reviewed. Content for departments and columns such as Internet Watch and Software Realities is selected by editors knowledgeable in the column’s content areas. These area editors are listed on the masthead on page 6.

The following men and women who have served as Computer’s reviewers over the past year have contributed greatly to making the magazine a leading source of technical information for computing professionals. I would like to thank all of our reviewers, but in particular our senior reviewers, whose efforts went far beyond the demands of the job.

If you would like to become a reviewer, send a curriculum vitae and e-mail address to Computer’s magazine assistant at 10662 Los Vaqueros Circle, P. O. Box 3014, Los Alamitos, CA 90720-1264.

—James H. Aylor, editor-in-chief
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